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article and photos by Kevin Livingston

Steps unfold using
a scissor-type
mechanism and adapt
to any terrain. Glow
points make nighttime
use safer; landing gear
stabilizes the steps.

Torklift’s GlowStep Revolution changes the paradigm when it comes
to trailer or fifth-wheel entry and egress — and it glows in the dark

RV

ers love modifications,
improvements and
additions that make
life on the road more comfortable.
We’re inundated with electronic
gizmos, performance enhancers
and a host of convenience items. One
item that gets used more than just
about anything else in or on an RV,
and seems to get very little attention,
is the entry step. There are literally

millions of RVs that are fitted with
the standard issue folding steps that,
frankly, could use some improvement.
Most owners have to deal with heights
that are too high or too low, landing
surfaces that are smaller than their
shoe size, and a structure that may
feel less than solid when climbing
aboard or exiting the RV.
Torklift International now offers
a new version of an aftermarket step

it developed and marketed to the
truck camper segment of the industry
that’s earmarked for travel trailers
and fifth-wheels. The GlowStep
Revolution has evolved into the
towable world after incorporating a
tried-and-true scissor mechanism
that made getting in and out of
campers easier and safer. The new
GlowStep Revolution is constructed of
aircraft-grade aluminum utilizing all
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STEP RIGHT UP

NEVER GET
ON YOUR
ROOF AGAIN!
RV ARMOR is lightweight: Seamless,
and maintenance free
RV ARMOR is convenient: Don’t
Move! We’ll come to you and install
your new roof. Two-day process with
nationwide service.
RV ARMOR is permanent: Lifetime
material and labor warranty. Tracked
by the VIN #
RV ARMOR is affordable: Less
expensive than a traditional roof
replacement

RV Armor, Inc., Circle 145 on Reader Service Card

FIND OUT WHY MANY
EXPERTS CONSIDER RV
ARMOR THE ULTIMATE
RV ROOFING SOLUTION

www.RV-ARMOR.com
Call 855-RV-ARMOR
(855-782-7667)

RV ARMOR is the “Direct
Bond” new RV roof system with
a manufactured, custom fit
Bonds directly over:
• rubber • metal
• fiberglass • wood decking
RV ARMOR is a Federally Registered Trademark
of RV Armor, Inc. All Rights Reserved.
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The three-step version was installed on our test trailer. When folded for travel, the steps
tuck nicely into the existing well.

stainless-steel hardware and bushings,
and can be retrofitted easily to just
about any trailer or fifth-wheel.
Torklift’s ultra-rugged and reliable
scissor-step design has a number
of features that are not found in any
other type of step mechanism. Notable
is the fact that it’s height adjustable
for adapting to any type of terrain,
and once it’s in place, the All Terrain
Landing Gear can be deployed to
stabilize the steps.
The GlowStep Revolution is lightweight and available in several configurations that range from two to six steps.
Two of its best features are its flexibility
and, as the name implies, the ability
to glow in the dark for up to 10 hours
after only five minutes of exposure to
sunlight. The steps are rated to handle
up to 375 pounds and can be made
pet-friendly with the addition of the
company’s SafeStep pads ($91.99).

The GlowStep Revolution is not
difficult to install, but you’ll have to
spend some time with a tape measure
before ordering. The five models accommodate a range of distances from
the top of the step opening to the
ground. Armed with that figure, the
company can determine how many
steps are needed.
The retrofit is essentially a bolt-on
process using simple hand tools. Once
the old step is unbolted and removed
from the trailer, the new step frame
is mounted in the same location using
the OEM mounts and supplied new
hardware. After the frame is secured,
the main scissoring part can be
reattached with the bolts that were
first removed. Lifting one of the mechanism’s handles during this process
will allow the pivot arms to move and
simplifies the reassembly task.
Opening the steps requires little

(Below left) Factory steps are unbolted from the well before installing the GlowStep
Revolution. (Below right) Clearly, the scissor mechanism can be adjusted to ensure better
footing over the existing two-rung steps.
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Fastway, Circle 140 on Reader Service Card
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The e2™ hitch gives you Built-in Sway
Control,™ for a faster, easier, and safer
towing experience.

(Top) The frame for the new steps fits
in the well and is mounted to factory
locations with new hardware, after
removing the scissor mechanism.
(Above) Once the new frame is secure,
just bolt on the new mechanism.

FastwayTrailer.com
877-523-9103
Fastway e2 - Faster, Easier.™

Equalizer, Circle 141 on Reader Service Card
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STEP RIGHT UP

7/7/15

effort and is very fast. The landing gear
quickly levels out the steps, and it’s
immediately noticeable that you have
11:37solid
AM footing without having to “reach”
for the next step.
While the All Terrain Landing Gear
is part of the GlowStep Revolution,
which retails for $505.99, Torklift offers
a couple of options that help make
entry and egress safer and cleaner. The
GlowGuide Handrail ($295.99), which
reaches all the way to the ground,
can be easily connected to the scissor
steps, and the DirtDestroyer ($91.99)
shoe-cleaning attachment removes
debris that otherwise would be tracked
into the trailer.
Although it may not be a fully
powered step upgrade, for a manual
trailer step, it doesn’t get much better
than this. Purchase confidence is
backed by Torklift’s lifetime warranty.
It’s nice to see that the formerly disregarded but critically important steps
are no longer ignored by aftermarket
suppliers. q
Torklift International
800-246-8132, www.torklift.com

